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**Specialist of Medicines Development**

- "**Specialist**" title exists in UK, IR and CH for medics, but not for other bioscientists
- SMD Target group: **scientists AND medics**
- Collaboration of employer and candidate
- Builds on a cognitive training but focuses on practical **competencies in 7 domains**
- Certification and re-certification after 5 years
- A **global programme**. Italy is the first pilot country in Europe
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Trainee

PSA (PharmaTrain Specialist Adviser)

Training Triangle

Coach (internal Supervisor)
What Your Training Strategy Says About Your Organization

- Improving Skills vs. Checking the Box
- What are Regulatory Agencies looking for?
- Why the sudden return to the Classroom?
- What do Learners want?
- How to determine if training funds are well spent?

The Center for Professional Innovation & Education, Inc.

- 400 courses delivered each year in Europe (Berlin) and North America
- 82 training topics – GxP, Regulatory Affairs, Medical Writing
- Pharma, Medical Device & Skin/Cosmetics
- Courses taught by industry leading experts
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What is professional registration?

Knowledge and skills

Competence through workplace experience

Commitment to code of ethical conduct

Lifelong learning through CPD and reflective practice

Presented by Daisy Mortimer, Science Council
Study visit in Germany as a tool for mobility stimulation and continuous learning enhancement from Venezuelan science students and faculty members

Prof. Dr. Jeff Wilkesman  
jwilkesm@uc.edu.ve  
University of Carabobo, Venezuela

A successful study trip is where:

- All details are organized.
- Participants receive maximum benefits.
- New contacts and networks are established.
- Institutions and its geographical proximity are carefully selected.
- Time length of activities are optimized.
- Academia – industry – culture - society relationship is balanced.
- Participants are selected according to criteria: Knowledge, language, motivation, extra-budget
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EMBL Conference
Lifelong Learning in the Biomedical Sciences
5 – 7 July 2016
EMBL Large Operon | Heidelberg | Germany
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